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Kuwait, and Iraq were just
countries far away in the
Middle East. Today, the
Middle East crisis has
brought these countries as
close to home as possible.
The Nova
community is no exception,
as is seen in my interview
with the relative of a
soldier in Saudi Arabia.
Broken hearts,
tears, sleepless nights,
frustration and fear of the
unknown are all the
emotions that family,
friends and relatives are
going through with their
loved ones in Saudi Arabia.
In interviewing
Karen Poyser, who has two
cousins in Saudi Arabia, I
could see the emotional
turmoil she is placed in of
not knowing whether she
will ever see or hear from
. them again as January 15,
a day to remember, draws
near.
Not only is it the
day that may determine the
fate of her cousins but also
her birthday.Karen Poyser,
a freshman at Nova
University, has two cousins
who left for Saudi Arabia
on September 14, 1990.
Delroy Donaldson,
22, who moved frorr
England to New Jersey
about three years, ago and
has 'been in the reserves
for two years and Errol
Mumby, 24, who departed
from New Jersey also and
has been serving in the
army for seven years now.
MThe soldiers should not
be in Saudi Arabia because
they all have families and
friends back home who care
and love them and should
not have to die for a war
that could have possibly
been worked out before
escalating to this point."
Karen feels that every





Belinda Gonzalez were the
primary organizers of the
vigil. Armstrong, who
expected a low turnout
owing to school-wide
apathy claims he was "very
impressed." Mackenzie
thought the vigil was
"great!" and was very
enthusiastic about the Nova
Student Body's response to
the vigil.
While no one was
expecting the U.S. to bomb
Kuwait at 12 A.M., many
anxiously gathered around
the TV in Rosenthal to hear
the latest news from
continued on page 8
People began to
trickle into the Rosenthal
Student Center on Tuesday,
Jan. 14th at about 9 P.M.
They were arriving to take
part in a Middle East
oriented candlelight vigil.
With only hours to
go before the U.N. deadline
for Iraq to leave Kuwait
was to pass, students and
faculty joined in an open
forum to discuss the crisis.
Featured speakers included
two 'Vietnam veterans,
Stuart Horn and Ben
Mulvey, both from Nova's
Liberal Studies Program,
and student Tina Cerra.
Issues discussed
ranged from moral
questions about our (the
U.S.) reasons for being in
the Middle East in such
force, to questions about
military capability and a
potential future military
draft.
By Sandra Watson and
Kevin Hawkins
Tammy Jones
continued on page 8
traditional style suite,"
said Tammy Jones,
Director of Residential Life.
"There is more
meeting space, lounge on
each floor as well as study
rooms. "
"That is why the









from a dining hall
particularly because of the
new housing facility
situation."
There will be no
kitchens in this facility.
John Santulli




"The cost of the
Shepherd Broad Law School
project is estimated










How about the new
Dorms?
The new housing
facility should be completed
by the fall of 1992.
"The 220 bed
housing facility is a more
Ms. Steinem, a
pioneer in the field of
women's rights, first
reviewed the gains made by
the women's movement.
She pointed out that
that the "first wave of
feminism" laste~ 150 years
and resulted ia .,en and
Blacks having finally
acquired a "legal identity."
Noting the importance of
placing "ourselves in
history," Ms. Steinem
explained that we are
presently at the beginning
of the third decade of
second wave feminism.
Steinem Encourages Movement
Kate Waite. "'w,iLL Presently, after
twenty years of struggling
for legal and social
equality, "we still have a
long distance to go; said
Ms. Steinem.
"A movement is
only composed of people
moving; she continued.
She identified four
major goals/themes of the
women's movement.
The first goal is
reproductive freedom




freedom is denied women,
[it is depriving them of]
fundamental rights. It also
becomes a "health issue and
the greatest cause of injury
and death among women,"
said Steinem.
The second goal of
the women's movement is
continued on page 8
Gloria Steinem,
feminist, author, co-
founder and former editor
of~ magazine, was th~
featured speaker of the
Nova University Forum
Series on November 28 at
the Quality Inn Ana Capri in
Fort Lauderdale.
Her audience was
composed of members of
community businesses and






members and their various
"stages" with respect to
the ongoing struggle for
women's equality, the
speaker peppered her
upbeat talk with wit and a
lively display of humor.
By Dr.
lamm
Some of you may be
wondering: What happened






Law School is still on its
way to the main campus.
"They have in fact
broke ground on the law







14, 1991]. They should
start construction
sometime in February; he
added.
The building should
be 122 thousand square
feet.
Construction should
be finished by 1992.
"The law school
will be occupied during the
summer of 1992 so they
won't disrupt functions at
the present law school
By Sandra Watson
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Editorial: Society Still Suffering From World View




and feminist, once said
"When women stand free as
economic agents, they will
lift and free their arrested
functions, to the much
better fulfillment of their
duties as wives and
happiness of the human
race." These "arrested
functions" included such
things as cooking, sewing,
washing laundry, cleaning,
shopping and taking care of
the children. Unlike the
women of the 1900's,
women can make their own
decisions today in that they




Gilman did not forsee,
however, is how society
would continue under the
male-centered world view
so that the advances of
women in these three
arenas would serve to
burden rather. than to free
them.
woman, more so than
because she is Black. She
also stated that when it
comes to female politicians,
men stick together.
Gloria Steinem
agreed. She was the second
to last Forum speaker in
1990, sponsored by Vice
President Steven Goldstein
and the Office of Corporate
and Found~tion Relations.
"While we have much of the
popular support on our side
on various issues, we need






example, at the last Nova
University 89-90 Forum
Speaker sponsored by the
Alumni Association, Shirley
Chisolm said that she would
not run for another political
office because the male
politicians would not
support her Many of these
men she helped get into
office.
She continued to say that
males discriminate against






Executive Officer of a
million dollar cosmetics
company and wife of the
United States Secretary of
Commerce, Robert
Moshbacher, gets attacked
by critics often. She draws
extensive attention to her
lavish appearance, jewelry
and clothes. Some men
dislike her ambitious
attitude. In a recent
article in the Mjami Herald
she said," The Washington
press really took me apart
one evening because I am
not willing to dress like a
man in order to be taken
seriously."
Almost all women
have become burdened in
the economic arena.
Because of the high cost of
living and other financial
factors, husbands and
wives have to get jobs to
maintain control of their
financial situations.
Because of an androcentric
world view, some men
expect their wives to take
care of the homemaking
responsibilities. Although
some husbands may help
their wives, he does not
have to shoulder the dual
responsibility of work and
the affairs of the home.
Statistics from
American Demographics
Journal show that men do
only 1/5 of the cooking,
cleaning, and laundry.
According to the ~
Reader journalist Arlie
Hoshchild, most women
work one shift at the office
or factory and a "second
shift" at home. Hoshchild
cited a recent article in the
March/April 1990 edition,
that over the past thirty
years women have been
working outside the home




children and the home.
Perhaps these couples can
no longer bear stress as
women's dual responsibility
has made the couples more
argumentative, edgy, and
short tempered. In addition
almost every woman,
married or not, feels the
economic burden through
unequal salaries in many
professions. Many still get
about 70 cents on the
dollar.
Many women have
pushed aside the burdens to
make improvements for the
human race: Golda Meir,
Marie Curie, Shirley
Chisolm, Gloria Steinem,
and Mother Theresa. Few




in terms of equal salaries
may help assuage financial
strains on families and
perhaps marriages. The
majority of men must
realize that like the
emergence of political and
social freedom of women,
economic freedom is just as
important to women. This
double standard will
continue to exist until all
men dispose of all their
prejudices towards women,
which impedes the progress
of society. But the price
for freedom is usually high,
and women are paying for
it.
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Dr. Steven E. Alford
Louis G. Badami Jr.
./
The Nova Knight Page 3
When We Don't Work in Unity, No one Wins
Nova Knight Trivia!!!








































Editor's note: Dr. Jackson is a
Liberal Arts professor at Nova
College.




Steven Goldstein, his staff,
sponsors, guests and others
welcomed Gloria Steinem to
Fort lauderdale, I
accompanied students to the
presentation. Did I gawk?
Of course. Gloria Steinem
is Celebrity plus. Sure her
hair is more boring than
Sinead O'Connor's, but then
Sinead didn't go to Smith
either. In any event, she is
Big league to us star-
gazers, and I hadn't seen a
famous female celeb since
loni Anderson toted up the
Intra-Coastal.
Steinem sure didn't
put on much of a show. She
wore a conservative violet
dress that Cher wouldn't be
caught dead in. She spoke
in a low, throaty monotone.
We actually had to pay
attention to understand.
She also didn't use her
hands to "emote." She kept
them by her side or rested
them on the speaker's
podium. What did she
expect--that her ideas
would be emotional or
something? Now and again,
she turned like a tennis
watcher to give each side
of the room equal time for
ey~ contact. If she can
command big bucks on the
media circuit, she should
have more cooking than
that. How about Oprah's
warm stew with· a teaspoon
of Dr. Ruth's spicy advice
thrown in? From a public
speaking viewpoint, she
would rate a "C," well
maybe a "C+" to be
generous.
If Steinem's
speaking style needed glitz,
the content was even more
of a downer. She began by
calling for "everyday
rebellions." Oh goody--
conflict and violence. But
there was no shouting, no
anger, no blood. The kind of
overturnings she requested
were subversions of
thought. What fun is that?
Don't tell us,
Gloria, that all people, men
and women, can live in the
spirit of tolerance,
compassion, and acceptance
of individual choice. Don't
mention to us that
discovering these choices
for ourselves involves a
long process of exploration
and independent thought.
Instead, give us instant
self-help. Tell us what to
wear, what to do, who to
be. We want you to answer
for us the burning question
voiced by women all over
America: Should I wear





Dr Joseph lakovitch is Dean
of Academic and Student
Services.
Dr. Ovid lewis is the Vice
President of Academic and
Student Services.
The Rosenthal Project
Article was incorrect and
we apologize for any
inconveniences.
agreement so that Nova
University could join the
ranks of UM, FlU and FAU




students nor faculty are to
blame. Rather, I applaud
their efforts, but not their
results. Enough of the
bureaucracy and let's just
DO IT! let's make sure all
Nova's paper is recyclable,
that we use
environmentally safe
substances, that all cans
are recycled, that paper is
one-sided and recyclable
and recycled, that classes
and seminars and programs
enhance the student
awareness of ecology. If we
are not destroyed by the
Middle East crisis, then we
will destroy ourselves with
our own garbage. let's just
take action now, not 'next
year.'
2. How many people work in the Nova
College Registrar's Office fulltime?
4. How many members are on the Board of
Trustees of Nova University?
The first two people to return this questionnaire with
the correct answers to Associate Editor Kevin
Hawkins in The Nova Knight office (Rm 206 RSC
bUilding, will receive 1 (one) free medium pizza
certificate from Pizza Hutlll
SCC staff and members of Student Life and their
families are excluded!1I Offer expires February 20
1991.
1. How many years has the Oceanographic
Center been in existence?
5. How many years has the undergraduate
program of Nova University been in
existence?
Belinda M. Gonzalez
So, you may ask,
who won? In my opinion, no
one won. Why? Simply
because soda cans are still
thrown out, students are
not aware of recycling
efforts, papers are still
being thrashed and no
education of an overall
ecological awareness is
being offered. (Except the
Liberal Studies Ci rcle
"Nature's Planet.") I
believe that the main
problem between students
and faculty in this situation
is a lack of communication.
It seems that the particular
students involved were led
to believe that they did
have the authority to
establish a program when,
in reality, they did not.
But, at least they got the
recycling program working.
The got it to actually
happen.
I understand the
faCUlty being upset and
wanting to be a part of it,
but I also feel that instead
of postponing the students
efforts or trying to take
over the program, that
they should have taken the
students impetus and have
tried to come together in an
awareness program on
campus. Just this year the
faculty have been in the
process of establishing a
committee which will
delegate duties and




students. It is hoped that by
involving all facets of the
Nova community in the




members involved in this
project were very upset at
the fact that they were not
approached nor aware of
this "other" recycling
project. The faculty would
have wanted to help and be
a part of the effort that the
students had taken upon
themselves. They were also





of Nova have their views
also. According to several
faculty members, the Nova
administration has been
trying for years to get
some type of
recycling/ecological
agreement when in fact
they had no idea of the




proposal to the Academic
Council and had the students




(This is a response to the Nova Knight's Nov 3, 1990 Top Ten list.)
Top 10 List #41 B (Answers to #41)
Top 10 excuses that students give when told
"Why they didn't receive a check."
10. Dropped below half time --
"Didn't have time to read enclosed directions because I was
rushing to Aqueduct to put money on Remedial in the 5th."
9. Need analysis shows no need--
"What's need got to do with it? My creditors NEED their money!
They're getting ticked off!"
a. No FAF submltted--
"My dog ate it."
7. .Dldn't enroll for Fall term--
"I plan to enroll for Winter - I ended up on the wrong plane and
enrolled in a school at Atlanta for Fall. Now, I want my Fall
check from Nova."
6. Didn't submit appllcatlon--
"Secause...because of the wonderful things he does __ ow
5. Financial Aid Transcripts aren't in--
"I'm too busy applying for non-existent scholarships to send for
my FATs."
4. Didn't respond to our request for 1040 copy--
"No hablo Ingles."
3. Incomplete loan applicatlon--
"The new intercom system confused me."
2. Default on previous loan--
", didn't have the money to pay back the loan- money doesn't
grow on trees, ya know?"
and the #1 reason for why the check isn't in the financial aid office
b
1. All loan checks are mailed directly to the loan disbursement
office..,NOT the financial aid office.
By Belinda Gonzalez
September 1990
marked the beginning of a
new school year for many
students here at Nova. For
some students, it marked
the beginning of a battle. I
refer to the underground
efforts by certain students




banded together and spent
the last four months trying
to get paper bins, soda
containers and recyclable
paper on campus with the





Plant and other recycling
consultants. On Nov. 19, a
memo was passed out to all
Nova Employees and the
Student Body explaining
how the recycling program
was to be implemented.
However, this memo
marked the end rather than
the beginning of the
students' efforts.
According to some
of the students involved,
the faculty was infuriated
at this memo and demanded
that the project be turned
over to them. Issues of
responsibility, liabilities,
control, authority and
recognition ("who gets the
credit") were the focus of
the faculty meeting in
which the students were
confronted. The students
felt that they had lost the
battle and conceded to the
faculty.
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For Your Information
For Your Information __ .
DiSCUSS EmPlOyment opportunities With:
Americaa BICpress, The Refl,fre1J1 Ceater,
Dade Co.",at, School Board, S.",fI,-Sefl,tiael,
DOVAI Hotel "ad Resort, Lad, Footlocleer,
The Dru8 BalDreemeat Admifl,istratioa,
Florida Departmeat ofCorreetitm, NCNB;
HO"'~1I1ellProtectioa Serl1ices
"",4 MORB!J





For More Information Call THE hAREER RESOURCE CENTER
475-7504
For Your Information
The Nova Knight ...age ~
Club Update
Wednesday January 30, 1991










































:Alph.a. Cki would like
to tha.nk 'JOU for 1iour
dona.tion. to ou.r T 01i
Drive of 1990. Th.unks
to 1fDur sapport, childrm
of tfu 1JicJ tlrothcrs, tJi,
Sisters aRd ~ids iR
Distress of 13nnrarcl. aU
ruci.,ccl a. spceia1lJift from.
Saata ClaUs. We thURk
~ for IJivilUf th.em U
JIolida, Smile!
...~
Santa hears holiday wishes as Belinda Gonzalez (bottom
Left), President of the Psychology Club and Alpha Chi





ALPHA CHI will hold
their Spring Induction
during the evening this year
and their buffet will be
even better than before, To
be held in March, a day has
not been set for the
ceremony.
Look for more news
on the Quiz Bowl.
Categories will include;
Music, Spa rts, Recent
News events, State
Legislature and many more.
Big Brother/Big




scenes of the city. This
event will be held on
February 22nd, 23rd, and
24th.
The toys were
wrapped at a toy wrapping
party sponsored by both
Psychology Club elves and
Alp~a Chi.
Refreshments, such
as including Wassail punch
and freshly baked cookies
were provided by Campus
Programming and the Nova
Clinic. Music was provided




Decorating Party was a
success because of the




and the director of Big
Brothers/Big Sisters
expressed a genuine desire
to return and help out with
any events that Nova cfubs
are organizing because- of
the joy they received at
this event.
~®@@







not exceed a page. The first place
winner will receive a cash prize.
Second and third place winners
will be' invited to submit poems
and be spotlighted in the Knight.
Deadline will be
February 18, 1991.
Judges decisions will be
final. Decisions will be announced
by WNKR and published in the
following issue of the paper. Send
all entries to: The Nova Knight, Room 206
RSC building
Attn: Jack Margo, Entertainment Editor






February 2nd from 6:30
a.m. to 12 noon.
WNICR has changed
its dial. It can now be found
on 760 AM.
The Top Ten
Countdown is back and
every week the results will
be- tabulated from three of
your favorite songs. Keep
.that dial tuned to WNKR. for
the best in college radio.
The Christmas
Decorating Party held on
November 30 at the
Rosenthal Student center
left children with smiles
and the windows of the
Center decorated with a
variety of holiday scenes.
Children from Big
Brothersl Big Sisters
received toys that were
collected by Alpha Chi and
donated by caring
individuals all around Nova
University.
Many individuals
who were unable to donate
toys contributed money,
which in turn was used to
purchase toys to be
distributed to the children.
The toys in substantial






Refreshments will be served.
Come join us in aprayer for
PEACE ON EARTH
Catholic Campus Ministries
of Nova College and BBC welcome
The Arch bishop will say
Mass and then speak with students on
$18.00 pledge. If you
choose not to pledge, the
entrance fee will be $5.00.
We will keep you posted on
further developments.
o n Saturday,
March 9th, HILLEL will
sponsor a semi-formal
social called The 18kt
Gold. Dance. CHAl, which
means Good Luck or Life in
Hebrew, will be the theme
of the evening. Nova's own
WNKR will disc jockey the
event and there will be an
By Melisa Tebeau
On December 20th,
the members of Catholic
Campus .Mlnlstry of both
Nova and BCC, along with
Toys For Tots, brought
some added Christmas
cheer to the children of
Carver Ranches Day Care
Center in Hollywood. The
members got together
beforehand to make
ornaments for children to
decorate the Christmas




party, the members sang




children decorate the tree
by handing out ornaments
and icicles, and lifting the
children so they could place
their ornaments on the
tree. The members of CCM
had a great time doing this
community service and
hope to do something
similar next year.
I would personally
like to thank the members
of CCM and Stacy Klein who
gave their time and
participated in this event,
and Brad Williams and
Campus Programming Board
for donating the tree.
Thank you all for your time
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Johnna Anderson's resignation as vice
President of Nova University's Undergraduate
Student Government Association (SGA) was a
great loss to us. Johnna was always
enthusiastic and ready to take on twenty new
projects.
I was honored when my fellow senators
nominated me to fill the position. For those of
you who do not know me, I can assure you that
as I have been an active member of SGA behind
the scenes, I will only increase in my new
capacity.
During the first semester SGA opened
many new doors of communication with the
student body. I know that we will continue to









colors of unity, peace are
tras chic and tras vogue.
Forms for the
registry of food that
University ,Personnel will
prepare will be available in
all mailboxes February 1st.
These forms will
outline whether the item
prepared is main course,
dessert, or appetizers. All
are invited to participate in
this grand event.
Monday, February
25th, you can enjoy the
Second Annual
Thurstonlan Wacky
Olympics at the Lower
School Gym.
~~




$50.00 gift certificate will





Come and enjoy this
treat, as some favorite
dishes by University
Personnel will be served.
Following the luncheon, you
will have first look at the
latest trend in fashion.
Yes, it is the A fr I can
Garb Fashion Show
where the symbols and
Errol L. Bodie:
Mr. Nova 1990-91
"Thank you for your generosity and
your support."
NUBSA: Still on The Move
As Mr. Nova 90-
91, I intend to continue my
community service and
other volunteer work,
through the club that
supported me: The Nova
University Black Student
Association.
The money won by
NUBSA, will donated to a
worthy cause.
As our programs
continue at full speed ahead
in the coming months, I will
inform the student body of
our humble endeavors.
Thank you again, for your
support. God bless you!
ClUB)TAlKooo CLUB) TAlKooo CLUB) TAlKooo.




Garb Fashion Show is
set for Friday, February
15th, from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m./and will be held under
The Nova University
Black Student Association
(NUBSA) will sponsor a
Valentlne-O-Gram sale
from January 28th to




be priced at $1.00 and is
'i,' , 'not '. restricted to lovers




You Are Needed As A
Speech-Language
Pathologist
Qualifications: Master's Degree in Speech
Pathology is required.
Where to Study: Nova University'S
Undergraduate College and the Master's
Program in Speech Language in Ft.
Lauderdale, Miami, West Palm Beach and
Bradenton.
The Profession: Nearly 23 million
Americans suffer from speech, language, or
hearing disorders and there is a critical
shortage of speech pathologists in Florida to
treat people who have these disorders.
Speech pathologists treat disorders of
articulation, voice, language and stuttering.
This profession is exciting, challenging and
rewarding.
1 Hour Photo~ Portrait Studio
*1 Hour 4x6 Color Glossy Prints
*15 min. Color Enlargements
*1 Day B&W Processing & Prints
* Instant Passport/Visa Prints
if Copy of Pictures
* Prints from 81 ides
* 81 i des from Prints
* Transfer Movie to Video Tape
* Christmas Cards
* Portrait Pictures (proof in 1 hourI)
* We take Wedding or any occasion pictures
MORE INFORMATION?
Call 473-8126
2635 S. University Dr.
Shoppes of Arrowhead
Next to Sonny·s BBQ
... . . *,n0J. nlf..~t!nlJ.I_.t "UTI 1\Tn~J~ T n
When to begin:.t::l.2.YL by taking the
undergraduate specialty at Nova College in
Ft. Lauderdale. The 22 undergraduate
semester hours meets both your minor
specialty at Nova and the pre-requisite
requirement for admission to the graduate
program in Speech-Language pathology.
To discuss further: Call Professor
Thelma Albritton 1-800-6682, ext. 7094
or (305)-475-7094.
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if you want to get in, you've got to stand out.
mUNIaN
-- _ --_ .. -• Boca Raton(407) 750-0649 EDO &A11011 AL &KU Up'
• Coral Springs • Kendall
(305) 753-9166 (305) 253-1232
• Gainesville • Plantation
(904) 378-5600 (305) 587-9110
•(FormerlyJanet Rankin's College Bound)
Q., 0 They aren't looking for look alikes. They'reafter students that stand out. (Note our
friend with the pennant.)The kind ofstudents that have attended
The Rankin Educational Group's Grad Bound program, the grad-
uate school prep program that not only teaches you how to score
high on the LSAT, GMAT or GRE, but shows you how to write
academic resumes and personal statements that get you noticed.
Ifyou want tobe spotted asastudent withpotential, head for The
Rankin Educational Group. Callnow about ourfree diagnostic test.
• One-an-one attention • Flexible hours
• Unlimited tutorial • Ongoing diagnostic evaluation
what the admissions office LOOKS
for in grad school applicants.
of the Week
It talks. It's a feminist!"
Uue fears Olf the
is not the conquest of Iraq.













newscast, .at about 12:30
on the morning of the 16th,
candles were distributed
and lit. Students (still
nearly 100) gathered
outside of the Rosenthal to





"The addition of a cafeteria is crucial." - 1ammw
J@L"OSS, "lDirs©t@r @~ lRlssidsL"Otial U~~
"If you're not a part of the solution, you're part of
the problem." - urokm~wri
"War has lost its value as an instrument with
which to rise to power." - Alfr~de» Vas(qju~z
Calrri~osa
"Politics has frequently marred sports, but
becuase it cannot be eradicated, it has to be
accommodated." - Souttn China Morning lPost
After Tina Cerra's
speech, other students who
are presently inactive
members of the U.S. Armed
Forces gave their own
views on the Middle East
crisis. They tried to
impress on students the
importance of supporting
~.S. troops in the Persian
Gulf. The vigil drew to a
tearful conclusion as
members took what
comfort they could from
their gathering.
Steinem
continued from page 1





and longer than anyone
else."
Ms. Steinem also
pointed out that the most
dangerous place for women
is the home because of the
high rate of domestic
violence, depression and
tension-related diseases




the third goal of the
women's movement
discussed by Ms. Steinem.
"Both parents
should be equally valued and
free to engage in the work
of their choice," she said.
She also noted that
it is wrong for "boys and
girls [to] grow up believing
men can't be as nurturing
as women and that
authority is more natural to
men."
Editor's note: Dr. Kate Waites
lamm is the Director of the
Women Studies Program at Nova
University. For more information
contact her at 475-7582.
Dr. Kate Waites Lamm
The fourth and final
goal proposed by the
speaker was the "de-
politicization of culture."
"Society needs to
take the politics out of the
culture because women's
oppression is all in the
culture we swim in,
[including books, television,
the media and religion.]"
Before ending her
presentation with a
question and answer period,











of both men and women
responded enthusiastically
to Ms. Steinem's talk.
One audience
member and veteran of
Nova University's
Speaker's Forum dubbed
Ms. Steinem's speech the
most rousing one to date.
BUilding
continued from page· 1
"It would also
provide a supportive social





be hiring additional Resident
Advisors for the new
facilities.
There are five
stages to go through before










project is now at the
bidding stage (between 4 &
5).
"The new housing
facility will include an
apartment for a Resident
Manager," said Mr.
Santulli.
"There will be an
area created for proper
mail distribution as· well,"
he added.
Construction should




considered by the Building
and Grounds Committee are
the Administration Building
and Oral Bauldwin School.
Middle East
continued from page 1
resolution in sight. As the
deadline draws closer, I
cannot see Hussein backing
down now."
Our prayers are
with those brave soldiers
who may loose their lives
fighting for America.
problem has a solution and
the problem between
Saddam Hussein and
President Bush also could
have been solved before
sending so many innocent
soldiers to face the
unknown in Saudi Arabia.
In Karen's opinion, their
was justification for




sanctions it was justified.





should give sanctions more
time to work after January
15," said Karen solemnly.
The above
statement has two points of
view. One is that President
Bush should do all he can to
spare the lives of so many
human beings. The other
point is that Saddam
Hussein do not care about
the lives of other people
and may attack right after
January 15 forcing
President Bush to retaliate.
"At this point I
think war is inevitable.
Their has been many peace
talks and no sign of a
.-.
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SportsIntramural Flash!!!




Rank Player Team Points Scored
1 Rob Suydam Motley Crew 68
2 Tom Von Aachen Motley Crew 44
3 Mike Aiello No Shorts 30
4 Richard Doran Motley Crew 26
5 Alan Grnja Scott's Abonimation 24
*APF-Average Points For
*APA-Average Points Against
BANK TEAM RECORD APE APA
1 Motley Crew 7-0 29.3 5.6
2 No Shorts 4-3 16.7 8.0
3 No Sweat 4-4 4.0 8.5
4 Scotts Abonimation 3-3 12.0 15.3
RunningC-Men 3-3 10.8 9.8
6 Burn-Outs 1-5 4.2 24.2
Head-Hunters 1·5 8.3 25.2
Originally scheduled
to begin play January 17,
intramural basketball has
been reset to January 22
due to complications with
the new lighting facilities at
the outside basketball
courts. These lights will
enable games to be played
at night when play during
the day is not feasible.
Games are now scheduled




are nine teams participating
and includes a faculty team.
Schedules will be available
in the next issue and your









second year, continues with
great success. Along with
success, Brad anticipates
the program will develop
into more than just the
intramural sports but a
whole "Campus Sports and
Recreation Program" in the
upcoming years. The
intramurals have proved to
be a great program that
through the continuing
interest and participation of
the students and staff, will
grow into that whole
program. This will give
more fun and excitement





to members of the team
'One Day Late' who are the
intramural volleyball
champions for 1990-1991.
Teams players include Tom
Van Achen, Jennifer
Masterantoni, Christine
Miller, Katie Nolan, Nancy
Porrier, and Rob Suydam.
Brad Williams, Director
of the Student life
department at Nova
University, continuously
aims at improving the life
of students outside the
academic life. Parties,
dances, picnics, and the
Intramural Program are all
the works of Brad. The
intramurals are the newest
of his workings and is the
first type of intramural
program that Nova has ever
had.





Beating out an excellent
field of competitors for this
years intramurals golf
championship was the team









TH£' BEAilEIl OE THIS
COUPON IS.£HTITL£'J)
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.. Mens & Womens Nutritioll &
"It Personalized Weight Training
- Judo











7777 S_W. 39th St.













Call For Your Personalized Training Appointment
6 MONTHS FOR 860WEIGMT LIFTING AVAILAILE






68.m.- IIp.m. ~ •
88.m. - 7p.m. •. ••





the second year of the
intramurals with volley-
ball, football, and now
basketball. Intramurals
will continue to grow and
succeed but only with your
participation. So keep
getting involved and if you
have any ideas you would
With a lot of wcrk,
patience, and dedication,
the intramural program
began to a slow start. The
program, which many may
know, has continued with
each sport with increasing
success.
like to see take place, let
the Student Life office or
myself know and we'll try










Four Cans of Pepsi
$10.99
Feed 6 for less than $1.69 each.
Not valid with any other offer.
.-..... - - -.- - - - .-....- ....-. .-.. -
• COUPON
Medium Cheese &
Two Cans of Pepsi
$6.99
Additional toppings extra
Umit 3. Offer good 11 :00- 2:00. V
Not valid with any other offer. e




One Can of Pepsi
for only
$2.50 + tax
Made To Oder so Call Ahead
Students In the CarN' Development
program a.. ..peelally encou,agad to
II8fIIC/D8Ce In tlU aoaclBl 0""1
Limited time offer.
"The girl who
works the intramurals," is
a phrase I have heard a
number of times by those
who do not know me. This is
due to my work as co-
director the newly found
intramural sports program
with Dean Moran. The
program began the fall
semester of 1989 as a
program of sports and
tournaments that could be
played, only not at the
collegiate level.
Just to tell you a
little bit about myself, my
name is Jennifer Vosseller.
I played sports on Long
Island up through my senior
year in high school.
Growing up with a brother
who had me for a sports
mate gave me no choice but
to play them. At Nova,
they didn't offer any sports
that I played. As a
substitute, through the help
of a friend, I contacted
Brad Williams, the Director
of Student Life at Nova,






Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.



















































































































~ ~~(Q-~~ MteU'fs 18talSte[b)al~~ S(Chteltd1~~tel
Nova University - IBM • I
Educational Agreement
now in place.
StUdents, faCUlty and staff





1/31/9 1 Miami Dade North
2/02/91 EI.T.
2/05/9 1 Florida Memorial
2/07/91 Palm Beach Atlantic
2/08/91 Warner Southern
2/1 2/91 St. Thomas University
2/1 4/91 College of Boca Raton
211 6/91 North Florida
2/1 7/91 Edward Waters College •






3/ 03/91 Eckerd College
3/05/91 Palm Beach Atlantic
3/08/91 University of Detroit
3/09/91 Navy (7 Innings)
3/10/91 Jersey City
3(11/91 Providence
3/12/91 U.S. Coast Guard
3/13/91 Jersey City
3/14/91 Wesleyan
3/16/91 University of Pennsylvania
3/17/91 Glassboro
3/1 8/91 New Jersey Technology
3/1 9/91 Trenton State
3/20/91 John Jay




3/28/9 1 South Connecticut
3/29/9 1 East Connecticut State
3/30/91 East Connecticut State
4/03/91 Florida International Univ.
4/04/91 Florida Atlantic University
4/07/91 Embry-Riddle·
4/08/91 Edward Waters College
4/1 0/91 St. Thomas University
4/12/91 North Florida University
4/13/91 North Florida University
4/1 4/91 Flagler College
4/16/91 Florida Memorial College
4/1 7/9 1 College of Boca Raton
4/23/91 Palm Beach Atlantic
4/25/91 College of Boca Raton
4/27/91 Warner Southern*
5/02/91 Florida Atlantic University
• Double Header.
For information contact
\Iova University or Inacomp Computer Centers
MicroLab lisa Burdette
(305) 475-7463 (305) 476-3500
Page 11
they would also appreciate
your support. The baseball
team will be playing their
games at the new field
located just west of the
Parker Building. The
women's tennis team will
hold their home games at
B.C.C. and practice at
Rolling Hills Country Club,
and the golf team will hold
their practices at Rolling
Hills and play their
tournaments at many of the
best country clubs in South
Florida.
Once again, thank
you for your outstanding
support this past semester,
and let's really get out to
as many games as you can









Athletics, I would like to
thank you for your support
during 1990. The players
of all of our fall teams
greatly appreciated your
support at all of our home
games.
The basketball team
has started the year with a
couple of impressive wins
and are looking for more
success as they begin their
first year in the new
Florida Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference
(F.I.A.C.). This is a great
opportunity for you to once
again demonstrate your
enthusiasm by attending the
home basketball games this
semester.
Three other teams
will be starting their
season this semester and
Enter the UBest in the City" Contest
& win $10.000 in cash & prizes.
Call tbe City Limits Concert Line
I)ance Part, Saturday , c.IIo.erg _ LIMSatur day: Her t~ Hottest sounds in todillJs mQS;c .......
H;p Hop, Hous. , -.d Top Forty Dine. t... ftM\ _
night aw~ till 4 AM ! ! '_I _ ,Sun day' Sltate it Deyn Su....., ! ___
• Where 5 female customers 8 re selected to choos~ the
HotteaUOOlcjnq male Hunlc in the club. He "",111 be8\v'arded. a c83h prize t$$.
• Ni,Ie' Haves t1onda,Monday. Move to the sound of liw. music., ",.OUR hot DJ'~
spi nni rlCJ toda ys hottest sound~.
T d • Tv. For 0.. T__p
ues ay. Talce it to the limit on Tvo for OM Dri nks (rom 9pmto 11 pm.
Wednesday: Girls Night Out- Ladies Night
Free- drinks forladif.s 21 &Up from 9 to t t p.m.,
Prize ~ked Balloon Dr()p!
Th d '-TurD Up Tite lleat Tlaursdags- .
U r say. Hottfst \()Ok1r\9 girl in City club wins a cash prlU every
Veflk! "Fantu, Fri_,- Ladies Ni,It•.
Friday: Free drinks for ~ad;.s 21 & up from 9 t() 11p.m. B.alloondrop and Complvnentary Roses.
-
Cit, U.its Bringin, Vou TIte Best in lIYE EltertainlDent
On J •. 18, Po-w.,. 96 & C~ limits an Bringing you t~ exclusive linappto~~of '"'tim to Power'" for ONE mov ()nly. And c.nly at Cny Limits
S.t Jan. 26 U's TirnmtJ T. singmg his htts "Tn. AfterTirM" & .'One More
T '" &
ry. 18 UP aJways 'w"e1com. in the City that nev.,. s'-Ps.
rII
,......-.
ATTENTION STUDENTS & STAff
JUST SHOW YOUR NOVA lD. FOR ALt
THESE GREAT VALUES! ! !
led" "e
c"af'"6'1ot .. HOO SOUTH UNIVERSITY DR. 7:el)thlll8Ch~,,\C\O Is IS ...~.rtL..... ·-~·.""8'Ol
..£118 OFFER600D 7 DAYS A WEll AT THE DAYlE STORE. L1I1ITED TlI1E O.LY. '8li led..
11- II) SUBSTlTUTlOIS. PRICE SUBJECT TO CHA-';E WITHOUT II)IIf1CATION --
C"ar-Hu& Releases t"s all Dew mORe, savtRtf combo menu
IX~lusjvel, for S&udeD&s & S&aff
I. ,.... Jr. Vo.r prln $2.68
our regular hemburger, french fries and large beverage of your choic.
(reguler price 53.~3 savings .69
I. ,.11. Sr. Ya.r Prla. $3.68
our dellcloue ch8rburger, french fri,., and large beverage of your choice
(regular price 54.33 sevings .74
3. ,.... 'a•• Ya.r Prla. $4.23
our ch.r-brolled chicken .andwich, frie., and large beyerage of your choice
(regular price 55.08 savings .B9
~o ltllliB~ oon~~ \lm£m ~$5.13
our char-buster,french fries, and large beverage of your
of your choice (regular price $5.87 savings .98
IPHONI IN rOR QUICKER SERVICE 4'tS-~8231
I~ ~
'"• • •
size (that's the stuff you
feed to your turtles).
Since we couldn't
drink the beer which, by
the way, makes Pabst Blue
Ribbon look like Heinekien,
we asked for water.. .five
times, which we never
received. We dismissed this
as simple water
restrictions .owing to the
Iraq conflict.
Finally, our meals
arrived. I guess that the
only way to put this forth
is by saying that Kev's
medium-rare steak could
have been used for a
transfusion if one of us
needed it. Perhaps a pint of
blood could have been
squeezed fr6m it.
On sending it back,
the waUress displayed
unparalleled rudeness. She
ripped the meal away,
without a word, and
disappeared in a puff of
black smoke.
By the time the
unrequested replacement
meal arrived, Kev, who
hadn't eaten all day, had
lost his appetite. Our bill
arrived at the same time;
amounting to a grand total
of $37.00. That's with tip,
because there was none.
On the way out,
Kev and I asked one of the
'salad boys' if we could
speak to a manager. We
were told that he was in a
meeting and "couldn't be
bothered.· Well, the
manager need never be
bothered" by us again.
In closing, we
recommend that if yau
value your taste buds, you
wilt avoid Bee f s tea k
Charlie's. Perhaps
recommend it to your
worst enemies, but then --
maybe that's too cruel.
Out With Kev & Jax
at
Dining















a chain-steak house located




pleasant. The first thing
that struck us, however,
was that the restaurant
was practically empty. We
should have taken this as an
omen.
Instead, we stayed
and, after about 5 minutes,
were seated by a crabby
old lady who, just by
chance, happened to be our
waitress.
After we had
perused the menu, we both
decided on the Jr. Sirloin
priced at 13.95, which was
one of the lower priced
items available. We decided
that we would give it a
chance since ,each meal
came with not only an
unlimited shrimp and salad
bar, but also a free pitcher
of beer, wine or sangria.
The waitress
brought over our pitchers
of beer and we approached
the shrimp/salad bar.
Everything seemed fine
until we returned to the
table.
The "free" beer
was suitable only for the
purpose of cleaning oft the
unpeelect.. uncleaned shrimp.
Now, bottT of us had worked
in restaurants before and
were familiar with cleaning
and shelling shrimp; when
they are larger than brine-
Chevy's on the Beach, ~701 Collins Ave.,
Miami Beach, 868-1950
Christine Lee'sGaslight, 18401 Collins Ave.,
Miami Beach, 538-6631
City Limits, 2520S. Miami Rd., Fort Lauder-
dale, 524-7827
Club Beirut, 21st Street at the beaCh, Miami
Beach, 538-6631
ClubCasablancain the CoconutGrove Hotel,
2649 S. Bayshore Dr., Miami, 858-5005
Club Manhattan, 6600 Red Rd., South
Miami, 666-1375
Club Milord, 1060 N.E. 79th St., Miami,
754-6683
Club Mystique, 5101 Blue Lagoon Dr.,
Miami, 262-1000
Club Nu, 245 22nd St., Miami Beach, 672-
0068
Club Oz, 19995 Dixie Highway, Miami,
238-3700
Coco Loco Club, Sheraton Brickell Point,
Miami, 495 Brickell Ave., 373-6000
Confetti, 2660 E. Commercial Blvd., Fort
Lauderdale, 776-4081
Crawdaddy's, I Washington Ave., Miami
Beach, 673-1708
Daphne's in the Sheraton R;v",r H!)u~e, 3900
N.W. 21st St., Miami, 871-3800
Dtco's,I235WashingtonAve.,MiamiBeach,
531-1235
Delaney Street. 7353 Miami Lakes Dr.,
Miami, 823-7555
Durty Harry's, 845 S. £'ederal I-Hghway,
Deerfield Beach, 426-1I748
Eclipse, 1969 71st St., 861-0965
Escapades in the Embassy Suites Hotel, 3~74
N.W. S. River Drive, Miami, 634-5000
Facade, 3509 N.E. 163rd St., N. Miami
Beach, 948-6868
Felix 2+1, 12901 N.W. 27th Ave, Miami,
687-9176
the 'evil' of drugs and their
abusers rather than the
real problem, as I see it:
the illegality of drugs and
the 'empires' being built as
a result of our
government's restrictions.
Again, this is a
debatable issue, but the
other politically oriented
tracks seem to reflect a
more consistently 'leftist'
attitude, which seems to be
in definite opposition to the




'romantic' notions on this
release. Best I Can reflects
the emotions of a disabled
young man, that range from
sorrow to perseverance.
Another Rainy Night
(Without You) is a true
expression of one man's
loneliness.
So to bring this
review to an end, I'll sum
up my thoughts on the
entire piece. It is a well-
thought-out effort, both in
the political and 'romantic'
sense. I would recommend
this release to anyone who
is interested not only in
'metal', but also in the
problems of our society.
Queensryche is a bright and
musically talented band,
and their release Empire is
evidence of this.
ClUBS
I had originally set
out to explore and comment
mainly on the ideas and
mood of this particular
release and ended up so
extremely impressed with
this band's musical
compositions that I feel I
must elaborate on this.
Guitarists Chris DeGarmo
and Michael Wilton both use
6 and 12 string guitars
(both acoustic and
electric), and although I am
not an expert, I can assure
y()\J that the effects of
these instruments are
tremendous. All songs on
this release, from ballads
like Silent Lucidity to the
hard hitters like
Res i s tan c e , are
sophisticated and complex
in musical style.
As for the lyrics,
well, they are reflective
and just as impressive as
the music, with the
exception of a minor
incident, that being the title
track, Empire.
Now, I may be
wrong on this one, and I
apologize if I am, but after
careful evaluation, I came
to the conclusion the band is
a little confused on the drug
issue contained within this
song. They seem to focus on
Page 12
Alcazaba, Hyatt Regency Coral Gables, 50
Alhambra Plaza, Coral Gables, 441-1902
Attractions, 320 Crandon Blvd., Key Bis-
cayne,361-7557
Backscratch, 427 Jefferson Ave., Miami
Beach, 672-0068
Bali Hal Lounge in the Singapore Hotel,
960 I Collins Ave., Bal Harbour, 865-9931
Banana's, 2711 S. Ocean Dr., Hollywood,
922-8200
Barracuda Beach Club, 634 Collins Ave.,
Miami Beach, 538-2500




Blue Midnight Pub, 352 i W. Broward Blvd.,
Fort Lauderdale, 791-5636
Breakers Hotel, 909 Breakers Ave., Fort
Lauderdale, 566-8800
Button South, 100 Ansin Blvd., Hallandale,
454-0001




Cameo Theatre, 1445 Washington Ave.,
Miami Beach,. 532-0922
Candy Store, 1 N. Atlantic Blvd., Fort Lau-
derdale,761-1888
Cameo Theatre, 1445 Washington Ave.,
Miami Beach, 532-0922
CasalMMlas, 740 E 9th St., Hialeah, 883-8706
Charcoals, Kendall Drive at 1l7th Ave,
Miami, 271-2220
Charcoals II, 15532 -N N 77th Ct., Miami
Lakes, 362-6060
Charcoals III, U.S. 44\ at Sample Road,
Coral Springs, 974-3832








The first Double Thumbs Up
goes to the Candlelight Vigil
sponsored by WNKR, and
Belinda Gonzalez, president
of the Psychology Club.
With an attendance of over
100 students, numerous
speakers including Vietnam
veterans, and just a
general feeling of
involvement, this function
is definitely worthy of two
thumbs and may very well




To Intramural Bowling. Now
here's something I'd have
NEVER expected to
work...and I was pleasantly
surprised. Hats off to Brad
Williams and whoever else
helped concoct this idea.
No Thumbs:
To Accounts Receivable.
Where the heck is my
refund check? Did YQU rQute
it through South Vietnam or
what?
Dear Dixie,
Drop off any questions for
Dixie GQodknight at The
Nova Knight office, room








that don't have booze as a
central focus. Designate a
driver when you do party.
If under undue stress,
choose a h e a I thy
alternative. You may be
able to have some influence
on others by being a healthy
role model.
Take note AI, these
are some of the things you
can do-if we could figure
out a way to eliminate
alcohol abuse-the world
WQuid be a better place.
You can only take care of
yourself.
Thumbs Up:
To Daniel "Cuestick" Finn,
winner of the second Nova
Pool Tournament. Special
note also goes to Mike







drink less or not at all.




How can we as





want to confront him? Mind
your own business. You can
bet if you do confront him-
and I don't recommend it-




To WNKR, the Nova U. on
campus radio station, for
its concerned efforts
towards mimicing a large
scale radio station. Instead
of making play lists and
getting 'professional',
maybe you should try to
stir up a listening audience.
Right now, the listener/OJ
ratio is hovering at abQut
1:1; and that's Qn a gOQd
day.
Thumbs Down:
To the Outdoors Club,
sponsor of the Nova Pool
Tournament, for giving
fewer than 24 hours notice
of the event. Maybe that
can be the reason only 8
people showed up in
cQmparason to the last
tourney's turnout of 15.
Come on guys, get on the






confronting a friend whose





audience, began as a
"thread" in another nQvel
he was working on. The
Watson 'thread' SQon
subsumed the other nQvel.
Matthiessen is already
wQrking on a second volume
in the Watson series that
will explore the aftermath
of Watson's death. He
claims that there is the
potential for a third book
that would be written from
Watson's own point Qf
view.
Two particular
points of interest arQse
during the questiQn-and-
answer session with the
author. Matthiessen
mentioned that his book in
the Spirit of Crazy HQrse is
due fQr re-release in May.
Crazy HQrse tells the story
of Leonard Peltier, an
American Indian who was
framed for the murder of
two F.B.1. agents.
Matthiessen also
told the audience that
Kjlling Mr, WatsQn has been
bought as a TV mini-series.
He says he is uneasy with





took some time to speak
one-on-one with audience
members during a signing
session.
like one, not just another
number mailing in its
money. They open at 8:30
and they'll find me standing
first in line, just waiting
fQr my tags.
First in line is a
very SUbjective term.
Actually, I was shQcked
when I saw the line when I
got to the courthouse at
8:00. I counted 45 peQple in
front of me, and they still
didn't ooen for anQther 30
minutes. I was behind
someone that looked a lot
like PQpeye, and there were
a cast of many in front of
him, even a Mort Downey
Jr. look-alike. So, for 30
minutes I stoQd in line,
trying not. to notice the
grins of others that were
miles ahead of me in line. It
is very disconcerting to
leave, come back three
days later, and STILL be in
the same place.
Anyway, I wQn't
bore you with the trivial
details of how long I waited
or how annQying Popeye
became before he started
into his coughing fit that
finally silenced him. The
only thing I leave you with
is this: Be an individual and









proceeded to read the first





The book is about the
somewhat ~egendary Ed
Watson, an Everglades
trader with a reported
habit towards violence.
Edward Watson has
allegedly about 55 deaths
attributed to him.
Matthiessen pointed out, in
the audience 'question and
answer' time, that no
survivors of such episodes
ever saw Watson kill
anyone. Watson, he added,
was tied more likely to
about seven deaths.
It is the taming of
the Watson legend that the
author considered his
greatest challenge. His task
was to follow an 8 decade
old trail and fictionally
represent Ed Watson truer
to life than popular legend
presents him. Matthiessen
also claims to have been
intrigued with the idea that
this well-esteemed, capable
man had been executed by
his neighbors.
Kjlling Mr, WatsQo,
So, now its Monday
morning, 7:30 AM... I
wasn't ready. I dragged
myself out of bed, brushed
my teeth, threw on some
ratty clothes and a hat and
headed to the courthouse. I
thought, "Maybe I should
have mailed out my tags."
"No, no way!," I
qUickly rebutted myself. I
wasn't like the rest of the
people, and I wasn't going
to satisfy their
bureaucratic egos by
sending in my tags. By
gosh, I'm a person; and
they're going to treat me
line and looked at the poor
sod at the end and, beaming
with self satisfaction,
thought, "I'm sure glad I'm
not him." I looked into the
middle of the line to find at
least three people looking
back at me with big grins on
their faces and I wished I
didn't know what they were
thinking.
Just then, the man
in front of me said, "Ya
know, this line hasn't
moved in two hours." Even
taking exaggeration into
account, I wasn't prepared
to wait that long. So, I
looked back at the three
stooges grinning from the
middle of the line, gave
them my best
Schwarzenegger "I'll Be
Back" look, and headed for
the door. I'd be back, all
right; and next time I'd be
ready.






with my money. So when I
got notice from Tallahassee
that my auto tags were in
need of renewal, I was not
thrilled. Sure, I could have
mailed in to the bureau and
had them send out my tags,
but I don't particularly
enjoy parting with my
money. Therefore, I waited
until the last possible
moment to go and register
my vehicle.
It was a sunny and
warm January day when I
went to the Broward
County central courthouse
(that's the place that you
pick up tags when you don't
mail in the cash because
you don't want to part with
your money until the last
possible moment). This was
as close to the last possible
moment as I could get;
January 4th. In three days I
would have to pay an
additional fee, plus I ran the
risk of getting a ticket for
an expired tag.
Anyway, I figured
that I'd just pop in about
3:00 because, after all,
people were still at work.
When I walked through the
doors I was greeted by at
least 40 people who had the
same idea that I had; and
these were people that
were lined up waiting to get
INSIDE the office to wait. I
stepped in line and
remembered all the times





calls the main character of
his latest book, Kjlljng Me.
Watson, a "classic 19th
century character." Mr.
Watson, Matthiessen said,
was "direct about his
methods... [if) people were
in [his] way, [he] took care
of it."
The Broward
County Library hosted the
Florida Endowment for the
Humanities' "Evening ~ith
Peter Matthiessen" on Jan.
14th, 7:30 P.M. The author
was introduced by Miami
Herald columnist Carl
Hiaasen, who spoke
glowingly of the man who





himself, although a non-
Floridian writer, has been
in and out of Florida for
over 50 years since his
first visit at the age of
eight. He is consistently
environmentally active,
both as a writer and in his
private life. With a
penchant for exotic locales,
Matthiessen does all his
own research for his books.
He claims it took him up to
six years to gain the trust
of the Everglades natives
~A FREE COpy IS WAITING FOR '('QUI
Russia's most resgected newspaper





Death comes as a postcard
A sign of escape
framed by the window pane
brings her to an answer
avoided before.
the season of dying seen as a postcard
invites her to leave
the warmth of this world.
cold death came packaged
so neatly in the
peaceful white snow,
calls her to serenity
from a life in hell.
dark threatening clouds
stand guard
over the shadowy white cold,
but holes in its defence
let warm golden rays
penetrate the chilling scene
thawing my fingers
amidst another dismal day.
Solei! d'hiver
Dawn loves the hills,
she caresses them with shadows.
she lurks within their hollows longer,
conserving her darkness.
her presence awakens me late at night,
I see her in the hills early in the morning.
Dawn has a dark soul,
but she always respects my foolish ways.






24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1·800·776·0662
For the first time ever, Literaturnaya Gazeta is being translated into English.
You can now get the Russian view on all the exciting events taking place in Russia
and Eastern Europe.
Literaturnaya Gazela has been publishing news and commentary on political
and social problems in the Soviet Union since it was founded in 1929. Some in the
Soviet Union say glasnost never would have come about without the Gazeta's
continued editorial support for reform. Now.with its objective in sight,
Literaturnaya Gazeta is taking a leading role in analyzing today's events.
Literary Gazette International is unlike any American newspaper. By its own
definition it is a literary and socio-political journal. Every article is an in-depth
look at its subject, whether a feature, or a debate on political policy. A recent
issue had an article on a convent in a small Ukrainian town, a round table
discussion on the dialectics of unity, and an intriguing look at whether Soviets
think the U.s. wants to give them financial aid. Another article reveals insights on
how Russians view themselves. It says, "We are referred to as a 'superpower', qut
in many respects we are still a poor developing country." It continues, "Therefore
it is our main duty today not only to make an honest assessment of our past and
rid ourselves of the vestiges of Stalinism in our domestic policy, but also to
separate Stalinism from communism in the eyes of the world." Nowhere else will
you find such open, honest talk published by Russians.
We are so confident you'll be fascinated with Literary Gazette International from
cover to cover, that we would like to send you a copy free of charge. Simply call
1-800-776-0662, 24 hours a clay, 7 days a week, and we'll send you a
complimentary issue.
Guess what? I am in love
yes, I am isn't it great
life has so much to offer.
That is his name you know, life.
I did not realize that I had been having an affair
with him all this time.
Life enables me to hope, to dream, and to
make these dreams come true.
Life is the one husband that will never betray
me. Most of all, he is in love with me.
I don't know what happened, all of a sudden I
found out that I have been engaged in a mutual
love relationship since the day I was born.
What a revelation!!!
When the time comes for me to part with him, I
will leave happy knowing that I have fulfilled a







Without aggression or pretense she reached
deep inside of me and gently pulled
out my frightened inner child.
When I told her about my childhood
she listened, empathized, and cried
with me.
But, while she nurtured and healed
my wounds something exotic occurred.
a scarlet light flashed
across my eyes. The dream enclosed
my imagination. I saw
a cornucopia. Out of it rose
a picture. I was caressing
a woman's hair. She nestled
her head in my chest. My eyes opened
to see that it was her. I snapped



















Save With These CoUOODS FREE DEIIVERY
~------------_·_-----------I
: Student Special \ TWO for ONE I
I X-Lute 1'" CbeeIe PIzza I 2 - 10" Small Pizzas I! Only$6.00+1U I w/l Topping each !
I Toppinp only SI.2.S I Only$7.95 +Tax I
I Vatid wilh CXlUpOIl only I Valid widl cuupollOllly I
I I Expi res 2/28/91 I
I llLDl. liD 10 p.m. Exp2/28 1911 Ml1 iIemI_ cxma bocb pizza I~------------_._-----------~
De\ivering With Pride - 7 Days A Week
"FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED SINCE 1987"
Df.UVE.BXHOUBS TAKE-OUI'
Mon.-Thur.11 am-10 pm 2853 S. University Dr.
Fri. & Sat. 11 am-11 pm Davie, FL 33328
Sunday 2 pm-10 pm
(In Lirruted Areas· $7.00 Minimum)
Poetry Corner
Love, in my hands,
carried these long months.
out from inside me,
new life promised by the new day.
a feeling that makes efforts seem like ecstasy.
Your virtue, like butterflies varies through
carnage,
forming a consistency, long and soft like your
blond hair.
Grey day and night filled with rain like tears,
leading to guillotine like thoughts,
slicing away my comfort,
leaving a hell.
But your soft countenance soothes my stringing
eyes,
mining past the face of a mountain of
falsehoods,
you rescue me as my air runs out.
Hovering like a swan of mercy,
aiding the phoenix in its fiery rise to triumph.
I lose control,
comforting tremors within my hands.
an oc;ean of emotion within my tears,




a leaf cast off from a lonely tree.
In this time of crimson sunsets,
our lives join to be safe from the wolves of
destiny.
BUilding structures of light,








All categories are eligible to all persons and departments at
Nova University. Everyone can vote.
All entries are due on February 15, 1991. The top 5 (five) nominees
will be notified on February 18, 1991. Nominees will be announced
on WNKR 760AM the following week. Final ballots will appear February 26
1991 issue of The Nova Knight. The reception will be held in April.
1. Most Productive Office
7. Nova Knight AdvIsor of the Year (All Sites Included)
2. Favorite University Vice President
8. Most School Spirit (All Sites included)
Faculty
3. Most Active Staffperson
Administrator




Shepherd Broad Law School 9. Nova Knight Administrator of the Year
Oceanographic Center 10. Nova Knight Department of the Year
5. Most Popular Major (Awarded to department) 11. Nova Knight's Mr. Congeniality
6. Nova Knight Campus Organization of the Year
Nova College
12. Nova Knight's Ms. Congeniality
Shepherd Broad Law School Return to: The Nova Knight
Betty Sylvestre, Nova Life Editor
Rosenthal Student Center Room 206
Oceanographic Center
The Noya Knight Deadlines
~
Copy Deadline: Paper Due out:
January 16 January 29
January 28 February 12
February 11 February 26
February 25 March 12
March 11· March 26
April 4
April 8 April 23
·Copy will be due for the regular issue,
March 26th, and the Spring Break
issue, April 4. This issue is built into
the schedule primarily for advertising
purposes.




Lowest prices on all major ale
repairs. (Compressor, dryer,
evaporator)
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Ale you tired of the All-American rip offwhen
it comea to auto l'Ipllin or eYen being IOld
when you didn't IlI!tld or partI JOG did not get?
Then why not try AM Auto Bepeir end we11
ahow you what you need and what ahould be
done and won't surpriae you afterwards.
Exp1res 2/28/91'
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY TO AND FROM YOUR HOME!




2 for 1 SPECIAL
50,:/·.:1 a garne at ReQ·.
I_I '_'
price, g:et neJd. game
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WHEN YOUR FINISHED BOWLING, VISIT d
OUR SPORTS BAR, LISTEN AND DANCE )/
TO YOUR FAVORITE TUNES WITH OUR
D.J. SPINNING RECORDS. ALSO FEATURING 1/









* No age limit for bo",ling. must be 21 l.Jears or older to purchase beer. - We 1.0.
IUHl1Wllll!~l1J!~ ~lt
WHERE THE GOOD TIMES ROLL
5325 S. University Drive Between Griffin & Stirling Roads 434-9663
lYE R.ENIHO YOU HOT 111 JJRINK &: ORIV.E
PITCHERS WHILE
YOUIOWL
EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
10PM - 2AM
./IIJtpreJentUDllrnOVAI.D•
PDr tneJe gretJt detJvII
::::::. ./YA:=:.=. --. :2J) -~
FREE BILLIARDS
PI~\Y FOR ONE HOUR..
GET 2NI:l HCtJF: FF~EE.
1'·.''!t:)t'1. - Fri. 9arn. - 7p .rn.
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